CRAFTED IN CANADA &
ENJOYED AROUND THE WORLD.
ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIALS,
STYLED WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL.
TO SUIT YOUR EVERYDAY DEMANDS.
STAY IN MOTION, STAY IN STYLE.
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MYSTIQUE & METICULOUS | F/W 2019 COLLECTION

OUR STORY
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world infused with uneven shapes
and modern confidence. Specializing in handcrafted jewellery and accessories
made with genuine Italian leather, natural stones, and precious metals. These
one-of-a-kind pieces highlight the human touch with high-end finishes and
acute attention to detail carefully crafted in Canada. Armoir brings vintage designs back to life with contemporary, high-fashion, boho-style accessories. Let
each piece take you on a journey through time and self-discovery.

BE REMEMBERED

ANYA
COLLECTION
A piece of regalia reminiscent of
a time of queens and kingdoms.
The necklaces are each unique,
made of agate, swarovski crys-

tals, and natural stones. Embellished with a statement chain,

AN022

rhodium plated. All Crystal

necklaces range in length 18” -

20”, natural stone necklaces are
27” in length.

Made in Canada

AN032 - Available in golden shadow, and clear

AN034 - jet black

AN033

AN034 - clear

AN033

AN030 - Available in golden shadow, and clear

AN031 - Available in golden shadow, clear, jet black

AN028

AN029

AN025

AN026

AN027

AN024

R021

AN0C10 - midnight blue

AN0C11 - clear

AN0C10 - E

AN0C11 - E

AN0C13 - golden shadow

AN0C13 - E

AN0C12 - firey love

AN0C12 - E

DENZO
COLLECTION
The essence of strength and
agility. Thie collection brings
you assorted weaved chains,
genuine leather, and a rugged
look with bright precious metal
plating. Be remebered with our
Denzo look male or female.
Available in 7.5,8,8.5
crafted in Canada.

DZ020

DZ021

DZ010

DZ022

DZ012

DZ023

DZ011

SUBMERGE
NECKLACE
COLLECTION

SBN044

Beauty and elegance in one
collection. A mixture of the old
world and classic shapes make
up uneven shapes for a perfectly striking look. The bold
beaded and weaved chain
completes your statement .
Rhodium plated chains and
elements, glass pearls, resin
ornaments, crafted in Canada.

SBN047

SBN046

SBN042

SBN043

SBN040

SBN045

SBN048

SBN049

SBN050

SUBMERGE
COLLECTION
Beauty and elegance in one
collection. A mixture of the
old world and classic shapes
make up interweaved pieces
for a perfectly balanced unisex
look. The black leather cord
and rowball chain hold beads
of pewter and rhodium plated
links in 6.75, 7.5, and 8 inches.
Made in Canada

SB020

SB024

SB021

SB025

SB022

SB023

SB026

SB027

SB028

SB031

SB039

SB035

SB029

SB030

SB034

SB038

OLD
WORLD
CRAFT

SB032

SB033

SB043

SB040

SB041

SB049

SB044

SB028

SB042

SB047

SB048

SB050

SB051

DON
COLLECTION
The perfect piece for any influential and high-powered gentleman. These
bracelets of cognac and black genuine Italian leather area tied together
with a silver buckle that comes in 7.5 and 8 inches and perfectly compliments any outfit from business to recreation.
D013 comes in blue, green, Ivory, brown.
D011 comes in cognac/black, chestnut/black, and blue/striped cognac mix.
Made in Canada

D011 - grey + black

D011 - cognac + black

D011 - cognac + blue

D013 - Ivory

D013 - blue

D013 - green

D013 - brown

CARLU
COLLECTION

CARLU
COLLECTION
This female cuff collection is perfect for any outfit, any day. These
striking bracelets are made with
full grain leather that are deeply
embossed with Crocodile or Snake

CR014 - black

skin designs and are tied together
with an eye-catching pewter clasp,
rhodium plated. Made in Canada.
Available in , cognac, brown, red,
and black.
Comes in 40mm , 7” & 7.5”L.
MADE IN CANADA

CR014 - brown

CR014
- red - black
CR010mix

CR015 - brown

CR015 - cognac

EARRING
COLLECTION
Uneven and a great play on shapes gives us these funky and versatile pieces. Our earrings
are crafted from pewter, with the exception of brass in some designs which are visible
in the dual tones. All hooks are 925 silver, studs are pewter with rhodium plating.
All pieces are rhodium plated for a lasting sem-bright finish, crystals are swarovski.
MADE IN CANADA
ER021

ER010

ER017

ER011

ER022

ER015

ER014

ER019

CR010-BLUE

MY022-GLD

TN010

MY011

MY022-SLVR

MY153

MOVE
UNISEX PENDANTS
This collection features funky and classic shapes for everyone to move around in.
Mixed metal finishings or natural stones, the versatile pieces will sure make a statement and help you move around freely during your day.
Chain length varies - 18” - 24” Made in Canada

MY010- SLVR

MY019-CITRINE

MY010- GLD

MY019-LAPIS

be remembered

www.armoir.ca - facebook.com/armoirfashion - Instagram.com/armoirfashion
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